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Reinforced concrete has the potential to be very
durable and capable of withstanding a variety of
adverse environmental conditions. However,
failures in the structures do still occur as a result

of premature reinforcement corrosion. In this
authoritative book the fundamental aspects of
this complex process are analysed; focusing on
corrosion of the reinforcing steel, and looking
particularly, at new scientific and technological
developments. Monitoring techniques, including
the newly developed online-monitoring, are
examined, as well as the numerical methods used
to simulate corrosion and perform parameter
studies. The influence of composition and
microstructure of concrete on corrosion
behaviour is explored. The second half of the
book, which deals with corrosion prevention
methods, starts with a discussion on stainless
steels as reinforcement materials. There are

comprehensive reviews of the use of surface
treatments and coatings, of the application of
corrosion inhibitors and of the application of
electrochemical techniques. In each case the
necessary scientific fundamentals are explained
and practical instances of use are looked at. This
is an invaluable guide for engineers, materials
scientists and researchers in the field of structural
concrete. Fundamental aspects of corrosion in
concrete are analysed in detail Explores how to
minimise the effects of corrosion in concrete
Invaluable guide for engineers, materials scientists
and researchers in the field of structural concrete
The Loss of the SS. Titanic
Springer
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This volume pulls together
research on several aspects
of the self. One set of
chapters deals with the
importance of building a self
based on authenticity and
"Who I really am."; a second
group deals with the ways in
which we defend views of the
self as positive and
powerful; a third group is
concerned with multiple
aspects of self regulation.
Each of the chapters is a
well-written, non-technical
description of an important,
currently active research
program.
Handbook of Developmental Psychology
American Psychological Association (APA)
"An educational guide based on the
Publication manual of the American
Psychological Association"--Cover.
The Winner's Way McGraw Hill
Professional
≪ Clinical Decision Making for Adult-
Gerontology Primary Care Nurse
Practitioners provides a systematic
approach to clinical decision making

for a wide variety of commonly
encountered primary care issues in
adult and geriatric practice. Unlike
other textbooks, it details a
progressive approach to handling such
issues by focusing on the complete
visit from history intake through
management and follow-up care. The
goal of this text is to enable students
to learn a systematic approach to
clinical problems and use evidence-
based guidelines to direct their
management decisions. Designed for
both the student and the newly
practicing NP, this text serves as a
guide to increase the practioner's
confidence with the application of
assessment skills, diagnostic choices,
and management approaches.
Throughout the text students will find
guidelines for the adult-gerontology
nurse practitioner role as well as a
real-life case studies that demonstrate
what an NP may encounter in the
clinical practice environment. The text
is written at an application level,
employs up-to-date evidence-based
literature, and features practice
questions–all of which make this a
strong resource for certification

preparation. ≫--
Corrosion in Reinforced Concrete
Structures Kingston, Jackson P
This book considers the place and value of
knowledge in contemporary society.
“Knowledge” is not a self-evident concept:
both its denotations and connotations are
historically situated. Since the Enlightenment,
knowledge has been a matter of discovery
through effort, and “knowledge for its own
sake” a taken-for-granted ideal underwriting
progressive education as a process which not
only taught “for” and “about” something, but
also ennobled the soul. While this ideal has
not been explicitly rejected, in recent decades
there has been a tacit move away from a
strong emphasis on its centrality, even in
Higher Education. The authors address the
values that inform knowledge production in its
present forms, and seek to identify social and
cultural factors that support these
values.Against the background of increasingly
restrictive conditions of academic work, the
first section of this volume offers incisive
critiques of Higher Education, with examples
drawn from Australia and New Zealand. The
second group of chapters considers how
academics have viewed, and have tried to
adapt to, present circumstances. The third
section comprises papers that consider
epistemological issues in the generation and
promulgation of knowledge. The chapters in
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this volume are indicative of the work that
needs to be done so that we can come to
comprehend – and perhaps try and improve –
our relationship to learning and knowledge in
the 21st Century.This timely book will be of
particular interest to workers in higher
education; it should also inform and challenge
all those who have concerns for the future of
the intellectual life of our civilization.
Qualitative Research in Practice
Psychology Press
Bonus: New FREE CD-ROM features
interactive case studies, health
promotion schedules & guidelines and
special checklists and tools for
domestic violence, pain and mental
health assessment. Now in its Second
Edition, this ideal text for nursing
students features physical examination,
history taking and health status
assessment. Newly formulated into
vertically set three portrait columns, its
distinguishing emphasis on analysis of
collected data and coverage of
practical applications is clearly
presented and user-friendly. Additional
chapters include geriatrics and
information on why and how to
incorporate cultural, familial and

community data into a patient
assessment. Newly designed Risk
Factor Displays list possible and actual
risk factors, risk reduction tips and
cultural considerations. A free CD-ROM
of head-to-toe assessment is in the
back of the book. A separate lab
manual and a companion website on
connection are also available.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
The Definitive Resource for Trauma
Survivors, Their Loved Ones, and Helpers
Trauma can take many forms, from witnessing
a violent crime or surviving a natural disaster
to living with the effects of abuse, rape,
combat, or alcoholism. Deep emotional
wounds may seem like they will never heal.
However, with The Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder Sourcebook, Dr. Glenn Schiraldi
offers a remarkable range of treatment
alternatives and self-management techniques,
showing survivors that the other side of pain is
recovery and growth. Live your life more fully-
without fear, pain, depression, or self-doubt
Identify emotional triggers-and protect
yourself from further harm Understand the link
between PTSD and addiction-and how to
break it Find the best treatments and
techniques that are right for you This updated
edition covers new information for war
veterans and survivors with substance

addictions. It also explores mindfulness-based
treatments, couples strategies, medical aids,
and other important treatment innovations.
Who Hoots? ABC-CLIO
A practical introduction to qualitative research
across fields and disciplines Qualitative
Research in Practice offers a hands-on
introduction to qualitative research design,
methods, data, and analysis. Designed as a
companion text for any course involving
qualitative research, this book explores the
different types of qualitative studies with
relevant examples and analysis by the
researchers themselves. The workbook
format makes it easy to use in the classroom
or the field, and the depth of information
makes it a valuable resource for students of
social work, psychology, counseling,
management, education, health care, or any
field in which qualitative research is
conducted. While quantitative research is
primarily concerned with numerical data,
qualitative research methods are more
flexible, responsive, and open to contextual
information. To a qualitative researcher, a
situation is defined by the participants’
perspectives, making it the primary method of
inquiry for understanding social phenomena
through the lens of experience. This book
introduces the essentials of qualitative
research, bolstered by expert analysis and
discussion that provides deeper insight than a
traditional textbook format would allow.
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Understand the fundamental nature of
qualitative research Learn how to accurately
assess and evaluate qualitative research
Explore qualitative research’s many forms
and applications Gain insight on qualitative
research in a variety of fields and disciplines
How does one codify an experience? Is it
possible to measure emotion in units?
Qualitative research fills the void where
numbers cannot reach. It is the best tool we
have for studying the unquantifiable aspects of
the human experience, and it is an essential
tool in a wide variety of fields. Qualitative
Research in Practice provides translatable
skills in a practical format to quicken your
transition from “learning” to “using.”
A Manual for Writers of Dissertations
Springer Publishing Company
New edition of the number one nursing
drug guide in the educational market.
Nursing2020 Drug Handbook
AMACOM/American Management
Association
Concise Rules of APA StyleAmer
Psychological Assn
Reporting Research in Psychology
SAGE
"Entertainers and trainers have a lot in
common. Both require an audience. Both
require a polished, professional delivery.
And both must attract -- and keep --

attention. Or else the show is over. Unlike
the audience at a show, training
participants are often disinterested and
easily distracted. In order to keep them
tuned in and help them retain information,
trainers are constantly in search of new
ways to engage learners. Grounded in the
latest adult learning and training theories,
"Show Biz Training" provides creative
techniques that use comedy, props, magic,
theater, and music, giving readers all the
tools they need to perform the many
activities found inside. The book uses
specific examples and provides step-by-
step instructions, resource lists, and
worksheets to help trainers support and
further learning by engaging emotion,
building rapport, creating the proper
atmosphere, and crafting lessons out of a
host of entertainment-inspired ideas.
Packed with fun, original concepts for
serious educators, "Show Biz Training"is a
highly informative way to set the stage for
exciting, effective learning."
Davis's Drug Guide for Nurses SAGE
Publications
This is a compact but comprehensive
guide to writing clearly and effectively
in APA style. Demonstrates how to
write objective scientific research

papers using interesting prose
Incorporates guidelines from the 6th
edition of the APA publication manual
Explores how to develop ideas, connect
them to what others have written, and
express them clearly Discusses the
differences between written, oral, and
poster presentations and offers
instructions for applying APA style to
each
Suggestions to Medical Authors and
A.M.A. Style Book Concise Rules of APA
Style
User Interfaces for All is the first book
dedicated to the issues of Universal
Design and Universal Access in the field of
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
Universal Design (or Design for All) is an
inclusive and proactive approach seeking
to accommodate diversity in the users and
usage contexts of interactive products,
applications, and se
Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision
Systems Lulu.com
This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on Advanced Concepts for
Intelligent Vision Systems, ACIVS 2007,
held in Delft, The Netherlands, August
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2007. Coverage includes noise reduction
and restoration, segmentation, motion
estimation and tracking, video processing
and coding, camera calibration, image
registration and stereo matching,
biometrics and security, medical imaging,
image retrieval, as well as classification
and recognition.
Information Architecture Rodopi
The Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association is the style manual
of choice for writers, editors, students, and
educators in the social and behavioral
sciences, nursing, education, business, and
related disciplines.
The Action Learning Handbook Crown
Saving lives through organ transplantation
has become increasingly possible thanks
to advances in research and care. Today,
the complex field of transplantation
continues to develop rapidly, fuelled by
demographic change and further
evolutions in scientific understanding. The
Oxford Textbook of Transplant
Anaesthesia and Critical Care has been
written and edited by pioneers in the field
of organ transplantation with an
international team of authors, in order to
equip anaesthetists and intensivists with
the knowledge and training necessary to
provide high quality and evidence-based

care. The text addresses fundamentals
aspects of scientific knowledge, care of the
donor patient, transplant ethics and special
considerations. Dedicated sections
address each of the major organs; kidney,
pancreas, liver, heart and lung, intestinal
and multivisceral. Within each organ-based
section, expert authors explore underlying
disease, planning for transplantation,
specialized procedures, perioperative and
critical care management as well as post-
transplant considerations. Focus points for
future developments in transplant
immunology are also set out, inspiring
current practitioners to engage with current
clinical research and help participate in the
further advancement of the science of
transplantation. The print edition of the
Oxford Textbook of Transplant
Anaesthesia and Critical Care comes with
a year's access to the online version on
Oxford Medicine Online. By activating your
unique access code, you can read and
annotate the full text online, follow links
from the references to primary research
materials, and view, enlarge and download
all the figures and tables.
APA Style Guide to Electronic
References Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins

Create personal best performance at
will—and revel in the achievement! If you
have ever watched athletes performing
at their best, you have witnessed the
power of “the Zone”—that state where
everything clicks and personal and
team bests are the norm. In The
Winner’s Way, Dr. Pam Brill tells
readers how they, too, can achieve the
Zone of top performance, turning goals
– whether in the wide world of sports,
work or daily life—into positive, results-
driving action. With her 3 A’s –
activation, attention and attitude—Dr.
Brill supercedes previous wisdom by
systematically bringing together these
three crucial elements to hurdle
personal obstacles and finish—again and
again—always the winner. Out of her
years of research on peak performance
in sport and work, coaching to elite
athletes and top corporations, and
teaching at Dartmouth Medical School,
Brill, a psychologist, has put together,
and field tested, her unique Winner’s
WayTM system. The Winner’s Way
offers readers a proven, user-friendly
method to identify, engage, and drive
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strategic change for continual
achievement in the face of never-ending
challenge. That racing heart and those
white knuckles? They’re the result of
the chemical deluge that ramps
activation to high speed—but without
proper 3A alignment, this power within
can derail attention and attitude. Tunnel
vision is no accident. Negative beliefs
about self and potential will always get
in the way. Plagued instead by
listlessness, wandering attention, an
apathetic attitude? These are all due to
another chemical reaction—with
symptoms readers learn to identify and
then re-ramp to their best strengths.
Throughout The Winner’s Way, Dr. Brill
provides example after example so
readers can adapt, according to their
personal make-up, the steps to winning
achievement that become second
nature. On command, our readers will
learn to: Change a poor attitude Pull out
of a downspin Use language as an
arsenal, fortress, and medic "Debrief"
from experiences by identifying what
was done well—and what should be
done differently next time Examine and

challenge habitual assumptions . . . plus
deploy strategies for dealing with
performance anxiety, fear of rejection,
technology overload, and more to help
recapture their love for the game of life.
The Winner’s Way is straight forward,
makes sense—and it works! Let the
game of life begin! On your marks, get
set, go!
Understanding Health Inequalities in Aotearoa
New Zealand Amer Psychological Assn
Print+CourseSmart
Health Assessment in Nursing John
Wiley & Sons
The Encyclopedia of Leadership brings
together for the first time everything that is
known and truly matters about leadership
as part of the human experience.
Developed by the award-winning editorial
team at Berkshire Publishing Group, the
Encyclopedia includes hundreds of
articles, written by 280 leading scholars
and experts from 17 countries, exploring
leadership theories and leadership
practice. Entries and sidebars show
leadership in action - in corporations and
state houses, schools, churches, small
businesses, and nonprofit organizations.
Show Biz Training Elsevier
Quick-fix solutions to health inequalities are

unlikely to be found in complex modern
societies. Class or socio-economic status,
gender, ethnicity and physical location all play
their part in determining our chances of
maintaining good health and securing good
health care. This wide-ranging discussion by
community leaders and workers, policy-
makers and implementers, epidemiologists,
public health researchers, economists,
sociologists, an historian and medical
professionals addresses how health
inequalities arise and provides ways of
understanding and resolving them.
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